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In this paper we extend the results of the preceding paper [5] by showing 
that every maximal semisimple Hamiltonian cycle in the square of a cactus 
is simple. We then characterize those unicyclic graphs whose squares are 
Hamiltonian. Finally, we produce an algorithm which determines, for every 
cactus G, whether or not G2 is Hamiltonian and, if G2 is Hamiltonian, 
provides a Hamiltonian cycle in G2. 
In this paper we use the terminology and notation of Behzad and Chartrand 
[l] as modified and extended in the first few pages of the preceding paper 
[5]. In addition, the “use” of an edge of a graph G by a Hamiltonian cycle h 
in G2 as defined in [5] is adopted here, as are the terms “entrance” and “exit” 
defined in [5]. However, we modify the notation for distance in G between 
two vertices o and W, denoting it here by disc(a, w). 
A caterpillar is a tree T such that T - V,(T) is either the empty graph or a 
path. G is a unicyclic graph if and only if G has exactly one cycle. G is a cactus 
if each edge of G is in at most one cycle of G. An X-structure is a tree X with 
one vertex ~1 of degree four such that two of the o-fragments of X are paths of 
length two and the other two v-fragments of X are paths of length one. Let G 
be a graph which includes the distinct vertices w and y, and let X be an X- 
structure disjoint from G such that the vertices of degree one of X which are 
adjacent to the vertex of degree four are u and u’. We add the X-structure X 
to G at w and y by identifying the vertex u with w and the vertex u’ with y. 
Let S be a graph and u a vertex of S. S is short (with respect to v) iff there is a 
Hamiltonian path p in S2 - v such that F(p) and L(p) are both adjacent to 
v in S. In this case, we call p a short path for S. S is long (with respect to v) iff 
S is not short with respect to ZI but there is a Hamiltonian path q in S2 - a 
with F(q) adjacent to ZJ in S and dis,(v, L(q)) = 2. In this case, we call q a 
long path for S. If S is neither short nor long with respect to v, it is unusable 
(with respect to v). If v is a cut vertex of graph G, a v-fragment S of G is a 
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short, long, or unusable subgraph of G iff the graph S has the ~~rres~~~di~~ 
property with respect to 2;. It is possible for a graph G to have a ~arn~~toni~~ 
square and still include an unusable subgraph. However, in this paper we 
show that the square of a cactus cannot be Hamiltonian if an unusa 
subgraph exists in the cactus. 
In order that this paper may be reasonably self-contained, we now list five 
theorems from other papers which are needed for this work: 
THEOREM A 15, Theorem 31. Let G be a graph, and suppose c is a cycle 
of G such that /cl is a block of G. If h is any maximal ~am~~to~ian cycle in GZ, 
then every edge of c is used exactly once by h. 
THEOREM Hz [2, 41. Let T be a$nite tree with at least three vertices. Theaa 
Ta is Hamiltonian if and only if T is a caterpillar. 
THEOREM C (Neuman’s theorem [6J). Let T be a tree, u and v distinc8 
vertices of T, p the u, v-path in T, and T’ = T - (V,(T) - {u, v>). Then Ts 
contains a Hamiltonian u, v-path if and only $ the following conditions are 
satis$ed 
(1) deg,(.x) < 4 for every x E V( T’); 
(2) deg,,(x) > 3 implies that x E I(p); 
(3) ifdeg,(x) = 4 and deg,( y) = 4, and ifx # y, then the x, y-path &z 
T contains a vertex whose degree iE T is two; 
(4) if deg,(u) > 1 and there exists x such that deg,(x) = 4, theg 
between u and x there is a vertex whose degree in T is two; 
(5) if deg,(v) > 1 and there exists x such that eg,$x) = 4, then 
between v and x there is a vertex whose degree in T is two; and 
(6) 17 deg,(u) > 1 and deg,(v) > 1, then I(p) contains a vertex whose 
degree in T is two. 
THEOREM D [2, Theorem 71. Let u and v be distinct vertices of a conaecte 
graph G. Form Hfrom G by adding an X-structure at u and v. Then H2 contains 
a Hamiltoniaa cycle h if and only if G2 contains a ~ami~to~~a~ u, v-path pS 
Given either h orp, the other can be chosen so that p is a section of a transform 
of h, and, for any such choice, h is maximal in HZ if and only ifp is maximal 
in CT. 
THEOREM E [S, Corollary 2A]. Let G be a graph whose square is darner- 
tonian. Then G2 contains a maximal semisimple Hamiltonia~ cycle. 
Our first theorem shows that Theorem E can be improved if G is a cactus. 
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THEOREM 1. If G is a cactus and G2 is Hamiltonian, then every maximal 
semisimple Hamiltonian cycle in G2 is simple. 
Proof. Let h be a maximal semisimple Hamiltonian cycle in G2. Let z, be 
a cut vertex of G and let S be a v-fragment of G. Since v is not a cut vertex of 
S and S is a cactus, either deg,(v) = 1, or deg,(v) = 2 and v is a vertex of a 
cycle in S. Let h’ be a rotation of h with F(M) # V(S) and 1et.p be the longest 
section of h’ for which V(p) C V(S) and V(p) n V(S - v) # O. Let 4 and Y 
be sequences such that h’ = (q), (p), (r). Since F(h’) $ V(S) and F(q) = 
L(r) = F(K), neither q nor r is the empty sequence. If deg,(v) = 1, then S has 
just two entrances: v and the vertex of S adjacent to v. In this case, either 
j V(S)/ = 2 so that I(p) = m and v s{F(p), L(p)}, or j V(S)] >, 3 and both 
entrances for S are employed by h, so that z1 E (F(p), L(p)). In the other case, 
deg,(v) = 2. Then v is a vertex of a cycle of S; let x and y be the distinct 
vertices of this cycle which are adjacent to v. Then C = {(v, x), (v, y)> is a cut 
set of G. Suppose p = (s), v, (t), with s and t being nonempty sequences. 
Since C is a cut set of G which separates v from every other vertex of S, it 
follows then that the sections L(s), v and U, F(t) of h’ must use the edges in C. 
But further, edges of C are used by the sections L(q), F(s) and L(t), F(r) of h’. 
Thus the two edges of C are used four times by the maximal Hamiltonian 
cycle h’. But these edges are edges of a cycle G which is also a block of G, so 
they can be used at most twice by h’ according to Theorem A. Since S is an 
arbitrary v-fragment of G and since v is an arbitrary cut vertex of G, it 
follows that h is simple. 
COROLLARY 1A. Let G be a cactus whose square is Hamiltonian. Let v be 
a cut vertex of G, and let S be a v-fragment of G. Then S is not’unusable. 
Proof. We must show S is either short or long. This can be done by 
finding a short path or a long path for S with respect to v in S2 - v. Let h be a 
maximal simple Hamiltonian cycle in G2, in accordance with Theorem 1. 
Then there is a transform h’ of h with F(h’) $ V(S) and sequences p, q, and r 
with V(p) = V(S) - (v} such that h’ = (q), (p), (Y), such that if v is succes- 
sive with a vertex in p, then v = F(‘(r) (since h is simple v 4 I(p)). As in the 
proof of Theorem 1, q and Y are not empty sequences, deg,(v) E (1,2), and 
if deg,(v) = 2, v is in a cycle of S. If deg,(v) = 1, then clearly p is a path in 
S2 - v. If deg,(v) = 2, then the sections L(q), F(p) and L(p), F(r) of h’ use 
the two edges e and f of S which meet v. Since h is maximal, p cannot include 
a section which uses either of the edges e orf again, by Theorem A. Thus p 
is a path in S2 - v. Since h’ is a cycle in G2, disc(L(p), v) < 2 and F(p) 
adj j, v. Thus p is either a short path or a long path for S with respect to v, and 
S is not unusable. 
Given a graph G with a cycle c and a vertex v E V(c) such that v is a cut 
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vertex of G, a c, v-fragment of G is a v-fragment S of G such that 
E(S) n E(c) = ia. 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a cactus with a cyci’e c = vO, v1 ,..‘, v% , v0 . Tken Gz 
is Hamiltonian if and only if 
(I) no c, vi-fragment of G is unusablefor each i E (0, I,..., n>; 
(2) no more than two c, v,-fragments of G are long, for each i E (0, I,..., 
n> ; and 
(3) $ two distinct c, vi-fragments and two distinct c, v~~ragme~ts of G 
are long, then each nontrivial vi , v,-walk in /cl includes a vertex whose degree 
in G is 2 (vi and vj may be the same vertex). 
Proof. For each k E (O,..., n}, let AL be the component of G - E(c) wbic 
includes vlc , and let A, = Ai - vk . The necessity of co tion (I) is proven 
in Corollary 1A. For condition (2), suppose Bl , B, , and are three distinct 
long c, vi-fragments of 6. Then vi must be employed as an exit for ea 
subgraph I$ - vi with j E (1,2,3} by any Ha tonian cycle in G2. But this 
requires vi to thave three neighbors in the amiltonian cycle, which is 
impossible. Thus condition (2) is necessary. Suppose condition (3) does not 
hold in G but G2 is Hamiltonian. Let 4 = vi, vieI ,*‘.) vI be a shortest non- 
trivial walk in /cl (performing arithmetic modulo IZ + I for sabscr~ts of the 
v’s here and throughout the rest of this proof) such that two distinct C, 
vi-fragments and two distinct c, v,-fragments of G are long and no vertex of 
Q has degree 2 in G. Since 4 is a shortest walk with this property, no vertex v, 
of I(4) meets two distinct c, v,-fragments of G which are Ion 
Theorem 1, let h be a maxima1 simple Hamiltonian cycle in G2. 
simple, a rotation of h contains a section si = (ri), vi ) (to such 
V(A;) (since the neighbors of vi in h must be in the long fragments at vJ. 
Similarly, a rotation of h contains a section sj = (r&, vj , (tj) such that 
V(sJ = V(/CAi). Since each of A; and Ai contains two Iong fragments, ri 1 
ti , rj , and tf are nonempty sequences. Hence the only exits for A; which may 
be employed by h are viPI and vii1 , and vj may not be employed by h as an 
entrance for A; . Since deg,(vi+l) > 2, A,:,, f Q. But by Theorem A, each 
edge of c is used just once by h since h is maximal. Since (vi , vi+J is use 
in exiting from A;, we find that vi+2 must be employed by h as an 
A;,, . Continuing as for vitl , we find that vit3 must be employed by 
exit for A& D 
We continue with this argument until we reach Ai-, e Tkrere we 15 
mush employ vjj as an exit for Ai-, , and hence as an entrance for Ai 
noted above, vj cannot be an entrance for Ai e Tl;as h c 
condition (3) is necessary. 
For all i E (0, I,..., n>, suppose no two distinct e, v,-fragments of G are long. 
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If some c, vi-fragment is long, let it have long path aa , and otherwise let ai be 
the empty sequence. For each of the other c, vi-fragments, let it have short 
path bij , j E (1, 2 ,..., Q), where ei is the number of distinct c, vi-fragments 
which are short. If ei = 0, let (b&..., (bi,,) stand for the empty sequence. 
Let hi = zli , (a;‘), (bi,) ,..., (b&. For each i E (0, l,..., n>, if ei > 1, we see 
that disc(l(hi), F(&+,)) = 2, since dis&(bieJ, vi) = 1 and disc(ui , z++~) = 1. 
If ei = 0 but ai is not the empty sequence, then dis&(&), F(&+,)) = 2 
since dis&a,), ua) = -1 and disF(vl , vi+& = 1. If hi = Do , then dis&(h,), 
J’(at,+l)) = disc(vi , U& = 1. Therefore, h = (&), (hJ,..., (&), v,, is a Hamil- 
tonian cycle in G2. 
Now suppose x,, , x1 ,..., x, , f > 0, are those distinct vertices of c for 
which two distinct c, x,-fragments are long, with x0 ,..., x, a subsequence of 
c. In the rest of this proof, we perform arithmetic modulo f + 1 for sub- 
scr$ts of x’s. For each i E (0, I,..., f>, let wi be a vertex of c whose degree in G 
is 2 such that xi , wi , xi,1 is a subsequence of a rotation of c (we perform 
arithmetic modulo f + 1 for subscripts of w’s). For each i E (O,...,f), let 
W&-l, Yil , yiz ,-**, hi, xi , zi, ,“., zis,, wi be a section of the rotation ci of c 
with J’(Q) = wi+ . If a c, yij-fragment Bij is long, let p$ be a long path for 
Bif , and let pii be the empty sequence otherwise. Let the ki, c, yij-fragments 
of G which are short have short paths pijl ,...,pijkij (if k, = 0, let (pi&..., 
(pijkJ stand for the empty sequence). Let rij = (p&,..., (pijrc..), (p$. If a c, 
zij-fragment B$ is long, let C& be a long path for Bjj, and let 4;; be the empty 
sequence otherwise. Let the mij c, zi,-fragments which are short have short 
paths qijl ,..., qijmij (if rnij = 0, let (q&.., (qijmJ stand for the empty 
sequence). Let sij = ((c&-I), (qij&, (qiimij). Let the c, xi-fragments which 
are long have long paths ai1 and ai2 , and let the Zi c, xi-fragments of G which 
are short have short paths bil ,..., bi,, (let (bid,..., (bilJ stand for the empty 
sequence if li = 0). Finally, let x; = wiwl , (r& yil , (r&l, ti2 ,..., (riGi), 
yiei , (W,..., (b+ (ad, xi , (&>, zcl , (sd,..., zigi, (GJ wi . The same sort of 
argument used m the previous paragraph shows that hi is a path in G2, 
Further, it is clear that if i # j, I(h:) n l(hj) = @ . Therefore, h’ = hi hi h; *a* 
13; is a HamiItonian cycle in G2. 
We will use the construction carried out in this proof later on and will 
refer to the construction as “the construction of Theorem 2.” Since we 
already have shown that a cactus without a cycle has a Hamiltonian square 
if and only if it has at least three vertices and is a caterpillar (Theorem B), 
we have a complete answer to the question, “When is the square of a cactus 
Hamiltonian?” However, Theorem 2 is not as pIeasing as it might be since 
it is not easy to distinguish between short, long, and unusable subgraphs in 
a large cactus. For example, Fig. 1 shows a short v-fragment of a graph G 
(the Hamiltonian paths here and in the remaining tigures are shown as wavy 
lines, and the portion of G which is not in the fragment is indicated by a 
shaded circle). Attaching an end edge to vertex w of the short v-fragment 
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FIGURE 1 
gives the graph of Fig. 2, and the resulting v-fragment is long. Finally, 
attaching a path of length 2 to vertex x of the graph of Figure 2 gives the 
graph of Fig. 3, in which the v-fragment is unusable. Hn Fig. 3, the x-fragment 
T with the dashed curve about it is long; thus x meets three long fragments 
and the square of the graph cannot be Hamiltonian by the argument showing 
the necessity of condition (2) in Theorem 2. 
FIGURE 2 
FIGURE 3 
In order to apply the construction of Theorem 2 to find a ~am~~tonia~ 
cycle in the square of an arbitrary cactus (if such a cycle exists), we need some 
means of determining for a given v-fragment of a cactus whether it is sh 
long, or unusable. Fortunately, Neuman’s theorem (Theorem C) and t 
following three theorems enable us to produce an algorithm for making 
required determination. 
THEOREM 3. Let G be a cactus, v a cut vertex of G, and S a v-fragment oj 
6. Suppose S is a tree. Then 
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(1) S is short if and only if 1 V(S)1 = 2; and 
(2) S is long ifand only ifI V(S)/ 3 3 andS - V,(G) is apath. 
ProoJ Since S is a tree, only one vertex of S is adjacent to D. Thus S can 
be short if and only if that vertex is all of S - v; i.e., I V(S)/ = 2. It is easy 
to show that if / V(S)/ 3 3 and S - V,(G) is a path, then S is long with 
respect to ZJ (the sort of construction required is illustrated in Fig. 4). But 
suppose S is long with long path p = U, , ul ,..., u, . Recall that, by the 
definition of long path, uO adj, u and dis,(u, , U) = 2. Then (p), D is a Hamil- 
tonian uO, v-path in S2 with dis,(u, , v) = 1 and deg,(v) = 1. By Neuman’s 
theorem, it follows that S - (V,(S) - {v, z+,}) is a path (with D as one of its 
FIGURE 4 
end vertices). But U, adj, z), deg,(v) = 1, and / V(S)/ > 3 are possible only if 
deg,(u,) > 1. Thus S - (V,(S) - (v, uO}) = S - (V,(S) - {v>), and it is a 
path. Further, V,(S) - {v} is precisely the subset of vertices of V,(G) which 
are in V(S). Hence S - V,(G) is a path, one end of which is v. 
Now we have enough information to determine for any unicyclic graph 
whether its square is Hamiltonian, and to find a Hamiltonian cycle if one 
exists. Let c be a cycle in a unicyclic graph G. For each 21 E V(c), each c, D- 
fragment of G is a tree T. We can decide immediately by Theorem 3 whether 
the tree is short (I V(T) = 2), long (I V(T)1 3 3 and T - V,(G) is a path), or 
unusable (any other case). If T is long, a long path is easily found. Then the 
construction of Theorem 2 can be used to give a Hamiltonian cycle in G2 if 
one exists. We will call the procedure described in this paragraph “the 
construction by Theorems 2 and 3.” 
By using Theorem 3, we can translate Theorem 2 into a structural charac- 
terization of unicyclic graphs whose squares are Hamiltonian. This result has 
been extended to graphs in which each vertex is in at most one cycle by 
Fleischner and Hobbs [3]. 
COROLLARY 3A. Let G be a connected unicyclic graph with a cycle 
c = vo , Vl )..., v, , vg . Then G2 is Hamiltonian fund o&y if 
(1) for each i E (0,l ,..., n> andfor every c, vi-fragment Tof G, T - V,(G) 
is a path; 
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(2) for each i E (0, l,..., n>, at most two distinct c, v~-fragments 0fG hate 
more than two vertices each; and 
(3) if two distinct c, u,-fragments and two distinct c, +$ragments of 6; 
have more than two vertices each, then each nontrivial ui , uj-walk in /c/ ira- 
eludes a vertex whose degree in G is 2 (vi and uj may be the same vertex). 
In the next theorem, we make possible a procedure for removing one eyele 
at a time from a cactus and simultaneously determining whether the part 
removed is short, long or unusable. The procedure is reversible. 
THEOREM 4. Let S be a unicyclic graph with a cycle c, let v E V(c) with 
deg,(v) = 2, let u and w be the vertices of S which are adjacent ta v in 3, and 
let U = S - v. Let H be formed from S - (u, v) by adding an X-structure X 
at LI aad s’: and let M be formed from S - (v, w> by adding an. X-structure Y 
at v and w (see Figs. 5 and 6). Then 
(I) S is short with respect to v if and only if U2 contains a ~arnilto~ia~ u, 
w-path; and 
2) S is long with respect to v if and only ifS is not short with respect to 
z) and H2 ar M2 is Hamiltonian. 
Fro~$ Suppose S is short with respect to v. Then by the de~~itio~ of 
short fragment, since u and w are the only vertices adjacent to u in S, S’ - v 
contains a Hamiltonian U, w-path a. But since (v) = 2, the only edge of 
S2 - v which joins two vertices in V(S) - v which might not be in 
(5’ - v>” = U2 is (u, w). If 1 V(S)/ = 3, then (za, w) is an edge of S and V 
ains the Hamiltonian U, w-path U, w. If / V(S)1 > 3, then (u, w) #E(a). 
ce a is a Hamiltonian zd, w-path in u”. On the other hand, suppose u” 
contains a Hamiltonian U, w-path. Since U2 is a spanning subgraph ofS2 - 8, 
if Uz contains a Hamiltonian U, w-path, S2 - v does also. Thus part (1) of the 
theorem is verified. 
Suppose S is not short with respect to v and Hz is ~amilto~ia~ with a 
~arni~to~~a~ cycle h. Let Z = V(W) - F’(S). Theorem D, there is a 
transform 12’ of h such that removing Z from h’ s a ~a~lto~ia~ 24, v-path 
p in (S - (u, u))~. Let x be the neighbor of v in p. S is not short with respect 
to v, so x $ (u, WI, and dis,(v, x) = 2. Thus iEp = (q), v, S is Isng with respect 
to z: with long path 4. Similarly, if M2 is IIamiltonian, S is long with respect 
to v, with an appropriate long path q’- 
Now suppose S is long with respect to v. Let q be a long p 
be a ex not in V(S) u E(S), and let B be a graph 
(Y>Y ) = E(S) u ((v, y)], and S is a subgraph of 
graph and q is a path in B2. Since ((F(q), v), (v, y>> 
(E(q), 4’) E E(B2). Further, since dis,(L(q), v) = 2, (L(q), z;) E E(B2). IIence y5 
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(q), v, y is a cycle in B2. But V(B) = V’(5) u (u}; hence y, (q), v, y is a Hamil- 
tonian cycle in B2. 
Applying Theorem 1, let h be a maximal simple Hamiltonian cycle in B2. 
Then a transform of h is h’ = v, (r), y, v such that V(r) = V(S) - {v>. Since 
L(r) + v, dis,(l(r), v) = 2 and so L(r) adj, v, or L(r) E {u, w>. Since deg,(y) 
= 1, it is clear that r is a path in S2 - v. Since S is not short with respect to v, 
and since L(r) adj, v, so that L(r) adj, v, dis,(F(r), v) = 2. Since h is maximaI 
in B2, by Theorem A h uses each of (u, v) and (v, w) exactly once. Since 
L(r) E (u, w}, the section L(r), y of h’ uses one of (u, v) or (v, w); hence v, F(r) 
uses the other of those edges once. It follows that F(r) adj, z, where {z> = 
(u, w} - {L(r)}. Now E(Sz - v) - E((S - v)“) contains at most the edge 
(u, w). Since v, F(r) and L(r), y use the edges (u, v) and (v, w), and since these 
edges cannot be used by any other section of h’ (Theorem A), (u, w) E E(r) 
only if there is a U, w-path in (S - v)” = U2. Hence, if S is long with respect 
to v, U2 contains either a Hamiltonian u, xl-path s’ with x’ adj, w or a 
Hamiltonian w, x”-path s” with x” adj, U. If the U, x’-path s’ exists in U2, it 
exists in Hz (since U is a subgraph of H). Since x’ adj, w and v adj, w, 
dis&v, x’) = 2 (see Fig. 5). Let t’ be a Hamiltonian v, u-path in the square of 
FIGURE 5 
the X-structure X of H. Then (s’), (t’) is a Hamiltonian cycle in H2. Similarly, 
if the w, x”-path s” exists in U2 and if t” is a Hamiltonian v, w-path in the 
square of the X-structure Y of M, then (s”), (t “) is a Hamiltonian cycle in M2 
(see Fig. 6). 
FIGURE 6 
Let S, u, v, w, U, M, and H be as defined in the preceding theorem. If S is 
short or long, we can find a short path or a long path for S by the following 
procedure. Let R be formed from U = S - v by adding an X-structure at u 
and w. Let X, , X, , X, be the set of vertices in R, H, M which are not in S. 
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Then try to find a Hamiltonian cycle r in R2 by using the construction by 
Theorems 2 and 3; if we succeed, S is short with respect to v, We form the 
short path p from r by deleting the vertices of X, from a rotation r’ of P with 
F(f) E A’, . If we fail, we try to find a Hamiltonian cycle s in E-f2 by using the 
construction by Theorems 2 and 3; If we succeed, we form the long path q 
from a rotation s’ of s with F(s’) E X, by deleting the vertices of X, from s’. 
If U2 is not Hamiltonian, we try to find a Hamiltonian cycle d in M2 by using 
the construction by Theorems 2 and 3. If we succeed, we form the long path 
q’ from a rotation t ’ of t with F(t ‘) E: XM by deleting the vertices of X, from 5’. 
Finally, S is unusable if and only if none of R, H, or M has a ~amilto~ia~ 
are. CM1 the procedure described here “‘the procedure using Theorem 4.” 
Let G be a graph, v a cut vertex of G, and w and x vertices not in 
Suppose a v-fragment S of G is short. Let H be the graph with V(f%) = ( 
V(S)) w (x, a} and E(H) = E(G - V(S - v)) w ((v, xx such that G - 
- v) is a subgraph of H. We say we form Hfrom G by re~~ac~~g S by a 
of length 1 with vertex x. Similarly, suppose a v-fragment T of G is long, 
Let M be the graph with V(M) = (V(G) - V(7)) w (v, w, X> and E(M) = 
E(G - I’@ - v)) u {v, w), (x, w)> such that G - I’(T - u) is a subgraph of 
M. 1Flhen we say we form A4 from G by replacing T by a path of length 2 with 
vertices w and x (deg,(x) = 1). 
THEOREM 5. Let G be a graph, v a cut vertex of G, w andx vertices not ikz 
V(G) u E(G), and S and T v-fragments of G. 
(1) Suppose S is short with respect to v and suppose N ~s~ormed~rom G 
by replacing S by a path of length Z with vertex x. Then N2 is ~ami~ton~an if 
and only ifG2 is Hamiltonian. 
(2) Suppose T is long with respect to v and suppose M is~ormedfrom G 
by replacing T by a path of length 2 with vertices w and x (deg,(x) = 1). TheB 
M2 is ~amilto~ian if and only if G2 is Hamiltoniaan. 
ProofI Part 1: Let h be a Hamiltonian cycle in P12, and let a short path 
in S2 be a. Then there are nonempty sequencesp and q such that some rotation 
of h is (p), x, (q) with disN(L(p), x) < 2 and d&@(q), x) < 2. But then 
dis,(l(p), v) = d&@(p), v) < 1 and similarly dis.(F(q), v) < 1. Hence 
dis&(p), P(O)) < 2 and dis&(a), F(q)) < 2. Thus (p), (a), (q) is a Hamil- 
tonian cycle in G2 in which a is a section. 
Now suppose G2 is Hamiltonian, and let h’ be a se~isim~le Ramiltonian 
cycle in G2 (h’ exists by Theorem E). Because h’ is semisimple, it is simple or 
semisimple at v. Thus there exist nonempty sequences Y, s, and t such a 
rotation h” of h’ is (r), (s), (t) with s a section of h” such that P’(s) = V(S) or 
Y(s) = V(S) - (u}. There are four cases: 
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60 v E W; 
(b) v = F(s); 
(c) v = L(s); or 
Cd> v 6 Vs>. 
Case (a). We note that F(s) and L(s) must be adjacent to v in this case. 
Hence L(r) and F(t) are also adjacent in G to v, and so dis&(r), x) = 2 and 
dis,(F(t), X) = 2. Thus (r), x, v, (t) is a Hamiltonian cycle in Hz. 
Cases (b) and (c). If v = L(s), dis&(r), I;(s)) = 2, so L(r) is adjacent in 
G to v. But then dis&(r), x) = 2 and (r), X, v, (t) is a Hamiltonian cycle in 
Hz. Similarly, if v = F(s), then (r), v, x, (t) is a Hamiltonian cycle in Hz. 
Case (d). Since v $ V(s), d&&(t), v) = 1 and dis#(t), v) = 1. Hence 
dis&(r), x) = 2 and dis&, F((t)) = 2, so (r), X, (t) is a Hamiltonian cycle in 
HZ. 
Part 2. Let h be a Hamiltonian cycle in M2 and let b be a long path in T2. 
Since x has degree 2 in M2, there are nonempty sequences p and q such that a 
transform of h is (p), w, X, v, (q). But then dis&(p), w) ,( 2, so dis, 
(L(p), v) < 1 and dis,(l(p), F(b)) < 2. Further, by definition, dis,(l(b), 
v) = 2. Hence (p), (b), v, (q) is a Hamiltonian cycle in G2. 
Now suppose G2 is Hamiltonian and let h’ be a semisimple Hamiltonian 
cycle in G2 (h’ exists by Theorem E). Because h’ is semisimple, it is simple or 
semisimple at v. Thus there are nonempty sequences r, s, and t such that a 
rotation h” of h’ is (r), (s), (t), where s is the longest section of h” in T such 
that V(s) = V(T) or V(s) = V(T) - {v>. But T is long in G, and so v E V(s) 
Hence there are only three cases: 
(4 v E I(s); 
(b) v = F(s); or 
(c) v = L(s). 
Case (a). As in case (a) of part 1, both L(r) and F(t) are adjacent in G to v. 
Hence (r), w, x, v, (t) is a Hamiltonian cycle in M2. 
Case (b). As in Case (b) of Part 1, F(t) adj, v. Hence dis,@(t), w) = 2 
and (r), v, x, w, (t) is a Hamiltonian cycle in M2. 
Case (c). As in Case (c) of Part 1, L(r) adj, v. Hence dis,(l(r), w) = 2 
and (r), w, x, v, (t) is a Hamiltonian cycle in M2. 
Let C be a cycle in a graph G and let v be a vertex of G. Then we define 
disG(v, C) to be min(disc(v, u): u E V(C)>. If zk and v are distinct vertices of a 
cactus G, we say a cycle is between u and v iff there is a path joining u and v 
which includes an edge of the cycle. ‘If C and C’ are distinct cycles in a cactus 
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G, then we dehne dis,(C, C’) to be 1 + min{number of cycles between u an 
z: u E V(C) and z E V(C’)}. Let disG(Cp C) = 0. 
We now have all of the information necessary to determine when the 
square of a cactus is Hamiltonian, and for finding a ~arnilto~i~~ cycle in that 
square when the cycle exists. 
ALGORITHM 
Let G be a cactus with m + 1 cycles, m a nonnegative integer. Let C, be 
one of the cycles of G. Let f0 = 0, and, for each k E (1, 2,..., m>, letfj be the 
integer such that G contains fk distinct cycles C with 1 < d&(C, C~) < k. 
Step 0. For k E (1, 2,..., m}, label the fk - fk-l distinct cycles C of G for 
which dis,(C, C,) = k with the labels C,k-,+l 9 Cf,c-1+2 ,..., Cf,, assigning a 
different label to each of the fk - fk--l cycles. 
Step 1. Set I = m and G,, = G. If I = 0, go to Step 7. Otherwise go to 
Step 2. 
Step 2. In cycle C, , let uI be the vertex of C, which is closest to C, . Let S 
be the v,-fragment of G1 containing C, . By means of the procedure using 
Theorem 4, determine whether Sz is short with short path aE , long with long 
path bl , or unusable. 
Step 3. If SI is not short, go to Step 4. Otherwise, save aE and form a graph 
Gz-, by replacing S1 by a path of length 1 with vertex xI . Go to Step 6. 
Step 4. If Sz is not long, go to Step 5. Otherwise, save the path bz and 
form a graph GI-, by replacing Sz by a path of length 2 with vertices W! and xt 
(degGL-l(x,) = 1). Go to Step 6. 
Step 5. STOP. G2 is not Hamiltonian. 
Step 6. Reduce / by 1. If the new value of 1 is 0, go to Step 7. 
go to Step 2. 
Step 7. If no Hamiltonian cycle exists in Go2, ST R 6’ is not mud- 
tonian. If a Hamiltonian cycle exists in G,,2, use the construction by 
Theorems 2 and 3 to find a Hamiltonian cycle h, in Go2. Go to Step 8. 
Step8. Increaselbyl.Leti=E- l.Ifm=O,gotoStep11. 
go to Step 9. 
Step 9. If the EL-fragment in Gi with vertex xI is of length 2, go to Step HO. 
Otherwise, there are nonempty sequences pI and ql such that a rotation of &r; 
is (PA xz , h). Let AZ = (PA (4, (d. Go to Step 11. 
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Step 10. There are nonempty sequences rl and sI such that a transform of 
hi is (rJ, wI , x2 , o1 , (x1). Let hl = (rJ, (bJ, oz , (sJ. Go to Step 11. 
Step 11. If I < m, go to Step 8. Otherwise, STOP. h, is a Hamiltonian 
cycle in G2. 
JUSTIFICATION OF THE ALGORITHM 
If G is a cactus with no cycles, G2 is Hamiltonian if and only if 1 V(G)/ > 3 
and G is a caterpillar, by Theorem B. The construction of a Hamiltonian 
cycle in the square of such a graph is easy. Therefore, the algorithm need not 
apply to trees. 
Step 0. For each cycle C different from C,, , let u E V(C) be that vertex of 
V(C) for which dis&, C,) is a minimum, and let z be the vertex of C,, closest 
in G to U. It is clear that C,, and C are not between u and z, so that at most 
m - 1 cycles can be between u and w. Therefore, dis.(C, C,) < 1 + (m - 
1) = m. Since we label cycles at distance k from C,, for every k E (1, 2,..., m}, 
every cycle of G receives one of the labels C,, , C, ,..., C, . It is clear that no 
two distinct cycles receive the same label. 
Step 1. Note that m = 0 if and only if G is a unicyclic graph. 
Step 2. By the definition of unusable, SE is unusable if and only if SJ is 
neither short nor long. 
Step 5. If we reach this point, $ is unusable for some value of 1 E (1, 
2 ,--*, m>, where S, is a v,-fragment of the graph G, . By Corollary LA, Gz2 is 
not Hamiltonian. Since G1 is formed from G I+l by one of the two operations 
mentioned in the statement of Theorem 5, by that theorem Gt+, is not 
Hamiltonian. We continue applying Theorem 5 until we find that Gm2 is not 
Hamiltonian, so G2 is not Hamiltonian. 
Step 7. G, has only the cycle C,, , and so G,, is unicyclic. Let c be a cycle in 
G, . For each u E V(c), determine which c, u-fragments of G, are short and 
which are long by means of Theorem 3, and choose short and long paths for 
them. If G, does not satisfy the conditions of Corollary 3A, Go2 is not Hamil- 
tonian, and, by an argument similar to that given as a justification for Step 5, 
G2 is not Hamiltonian. Otherwise, we can find the Hamiltonian cycle h, in 
Go2 by using the construction by Theorems 2 and 3. 
Step 9. Note that Gi contains either a path /vl , xl/ of length 1, or a path 
/vl , w1 , xi/ of length 2, which is produced in Step 3 or 4. In Step 9, we suppose 
the first case holds. Since vl is a cut vertex of Gz , it is a cut vertex of Gi , and 
so there is a vertex y E V(GJ - {vl, x3. Therefore, there is a rotation (pJ, 
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x1 , (qz) of hi with F(pJ = L(q,) = y. Thus y, and qr are nonempty. We know 
z+ is a cut vertex of Gi separating x, from ail other vertices of Gi . Since 
disci( xJ < 2 and dis4(F(qz), xl) < 2, it follows that L(pJ andF&) are 
adjacent to or equal to vz in GI . By defkition, V(Gi) - (xz> = V(Gz) -- 
Q3- But Q.4 u V(qJ = V(G) - (x1) = V(G) - Q.4. E&me WWi 
~~‘c4J) C VW - g/(4, V’(pJ u JTq,)) n V4 = 0, and WG = VGh 
Since L(p,), F(q& and vz are all vertices of Gl , L(p,) and F(qJ are adjacent or 
equal in 6, to v1 . Since also F(aJ and L(aJ are adjacent to 0, in GL , disGI 
~-UP,), m;(4) < 2 and dis&(aJ, F(q8 G 2. Vhh) CJ WlN f-l 
V(LQ) = m and V(Jz,) = V(GJ; therefore, hl is a Ha nian cycle in GL2. 
Srep 10. Gi contains the path /vr , wz , x,1. But xi, has degree one an 
has degree 2 in Gi . Thus in Gi2, xI has degree two, so the neighbors of x1 in 
hi must be wI and v, . Thus some transform of hi has the form (r,), wz , xz * 
vl , (sJ, with F(r,) = L(s,) in V(GJ - (vz , EQ , xl>. The same argument as for 
Step 9 now shows that (L(vJ, F(h)) is an edge of G”, so that hl is a Hamil- 
konian cycle of G?. 
Stepll. If l<m, G,#G,, which is 6. Thus the algorithm must 
continue in this case. If 1= m, we have found a ~ami~to~ian cycle h, in 
G2=&;;t 
m 
We illustrate this algorithm by the example shown in Fig. 7, in which all 
cycles of G have been labeled as required by the algorithm. To avoid tedium 
and numerous figures, we have combined several loops of the algorithm in 
each drawing. The short and long paths and Hamiltonian cycles found are 
shown by wavy lines in Figs. 7-9 and by wavy lines and dashed lines combined 
in Figs. 10 and 11. We first find (in Steps 2 through 6 of the algorithm with 
I = 4, 5, and 4) that Sa is short and S, and SC are song. Replacing Sh by a 
path of length 1 with vertex x, , 5’; by a path of length 2 with vertices w, and 
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x5, and S, by a path of length 2 with vertices wg and xg , we come to the 
graph G3 shown in Fig. 8. In Steps 2 through 6 of the algorithm with I = 
3,2, and 1, we discover that S, is short and S, and S, are long with the short 
and long paths shown by wavy lines. We replace S, by a path of length 1, and 
we replace the two long subgraphs S, and S, by paths of length 2, obtaining 
G,, as shown in Fig. 9. 
d 
FIGURE 8 
FIGURE 9 
Entering Step 6, we set I to 0, and therefore we go to Step 7, where (em- 
ploying the construction by Theorems 2 and 3) we find the Hamiltonian 
cycle ho in G,2 shown in Fig. 9. Since Go2 is Hamiltonian, we enter Step 8 
with I = 0 and change 1 to 1. Carrying out Steps 8-l 1 three times, we return 
to G, , replacing the sections of h, which are composed of the vertices of the 
paths of length 1 and 2 by the short and long paths previously found in G12 
FIGURE 10 
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through GaZ (these paths are shown in Fig. 10 by da&e lines). The remaining 
sections of h, (shown by wavy lines) are left unchanged, giving us the Hamii- 
tonian cycle h, in Ga2. Carrying out three more iterations of Steps 8-13, we 
replace the appropriate sections of h3 with the short and long paths already 
FIGURE 11 
found in G4” through GG2 (shown by dashed lines in Fig. 11) and leave t 
remaining sections of h, unchanged to obtain the Hamiltonian cycle h, i 
GG2. Since G, = G, h, is a Hamiltonian cycle in G2. 
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